Abstract. The efficient combination of directions is a significant problem in line search methods that either use negative curvature, or wish to include additional information such as the gradient or different approximations to the Newton direction.
Introduction
Our goal is to describe a procedure to combine search directions in algorithms that compute local solutions for nonlinear optimization problems of the form
where f : R n → R and c : R n → R m , and we assume all functions to be at least twice continuously differentiable. Standard procedures for computing these solutions are based on solving local approximations to the problem at successive iterates x k , and using the solutions for these approximations as the next iterates. This basic scheme is complicated by the need to ensure global convergence for the resulting algorithm, attained basically through the use of trust-region schemes or searches along a parametrized line or curve (linesearch methods); we will concentrate on procedures that are based on this second alternative. Standard algorithms in this class (see for example Fletcher [14] , Gill et al. [18] ) rely on some modified version of the Newton direction and compute the next iterate on the unidimensional subspace generated by this direction. In some cases, it may be useful or efficient to take into account additional information to determine this next iterate. For example, the use of directions of negative curvature is needed to ensure the convergence of the algorithm to second-order KKT points, while perhaps improving the efficiency of the algorithm. The use of additional descent information, obtained from the gradient, for example, may provide more robust algorithms and may yield better iterates, particularly away from the solution. Our goal is to derive a procedure that, by taking into account additional search information in an efficient manner, requires a reduced number of iterations to obtain a solution for problem (1), with a consequently reduced computational cost.
Although these directions might be used in the line searches independently of each other to generate the sequence of iterates, it seems more efficient to combine them before computing the next iterate. Many proposals based on these ideas can be found in the literature. The dogleg method (see Dennis and Schnabel [10] , for example) combines the gradient and Newton direction in an attempt to mimic the behavior of trust-region methods. Moré and Sorensen [23] proposed a procedure to find the next iterate from a direction of descent and one of negative curvature by following a quadratic curve on the subspace spanned by both directions.
In this paper we present a proposal based on the approximate solution of a system of ordinary differential equations. This idea was first proposed in Courant [8] [12] for the constrained case. Our proposal is most closely related to that in [1] for the unconstrained case, where the iterates were found by constructing a Krylov subspace in each iteration, performing a standard univariate search on the steepest descent curve defined on this subspace. We apply similar ideas to the combination of the search directions in a constrained optimization setting. The paper does not contain a global convergence analysis for this proposal, although we have included some comments on the rate of convergence of the algorithm.
The main difficulty when combining the different search directions arises from the differences in the scales of these directions. While the Newton direction is in general well scaled (a step of one is reasonable in many cases, at least when close to the solution), this is not true either for directions of negative curvature or for the gradient direction, our choices of additional search directions. One alternative to overcome this difficulty would be to carry out a search on the reduced-dimension subspace spanned by these search directions. Byrd et al. [6] compute the next iterate from a linear combination of a direction of negative curvature and a gradient direction, and these coefficients are obtained as the solution of a two-dimensional trust-region problem. Nevertheless, most proposals in the literature reduce first the search to a univariate one, to attain greater computational efficiency. This will also be our approach; we will construct a curve in the subspace generated by the directions of interest: descent direction, negative curvature and gradient. A reasonable curve in this subspace would be the one that corresponds to the trajectory having the steepest descent at each point; this trajectory would lead to a local solution at the fastest rate, measured in terms of the objective function. Unfortunately, this curve is in general very expensive to compute, and we will satisfy ourselves
